T is well establi,.hed that properly controlled, highintensity ultrasound produces unique effects on the central nervous system I and provides a versatile method for modifying brain structures?-In order that the full potentialities of this methodology be realized for fundamental biological research and for medicine, it is essential that the physical mechanism(s) of the interaction of intense ultrasound and biological structures be understood. An important adjunct to the elucidation of these physical mechanisms is a basic understanding of the absorption processes occurring when biological materials are irradiated with ultrasound. The frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient of most investigated tissues can be described by a power function whose exponent varies between 1 and 1.37 ,• Knowledge of the temperature dependence of the ultrasonic absorption coefficient of tissue is lacking, owing to the fact that investigations have been restricted largely to adult mammals, which are thermally homeostatic, and thereby essentially excluding the possibility of making absorption measurements over a wide temperature range. The present study was undertaken to fill, in part, this existing gap in knowledge and to provide necessary data for the accurate determination of the dosage parameters to affect specific biological systems.
The method employed for determining the value of absorption coefficients in tissue has been described previously. a-a.• Briefly, a small calibrated thermocouple probe is imbedded in the tissue and the specimen is exposed to rectangular acoustic pulses of known in- 
where pC,isthe heat capacity per unit volume of the tissue (col cm a' C), I is the acoustic intensity (W/cm-•), and K i, tile mechanical equivalent of heat. The acoustic intensity of the plane traveling wave field is determined by a thermoelectric probe which has been calibrated against a radhttion-pressure detector. aS.' The young mouse, 24 h after birth, is a convenient preparation for the study dexcribed herein for a number of reasons2 0,,,, one of the more important being that it is an essentially poikilothermic animal which readily allows temperature cycles to as low as 0øC to be carried out without producing permanent changes in the animal. The following procedure is followed in preparing the The form of the temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient (Fig. 1) 
where T is the temperature of the tissue in øC. The temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient appears to resemble that of high viscosity liquids above the main relaxation frequencies of the liquid.
• Illdeed, it has been estimated that the bulk viscosity of muscle relaxes near 40 kc and the shear viscosity near 400 kc.
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